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Abstract 
The low precision of the web search engines coupled with the ranked list presentation in a large number 
of documents / URL and make it hard for them to find the information / URL that they are looking for. A 
tools must be provided to help users “cope” with large document sets. The motivation for this research 
was to make search engine results easy to browse, allowing the user to find a relevant documents in the 
result set even if it is very large and mostly irrelevant. 
 
Now we will bring our method that we called Web Clustering Based-On Closed Relationship Reference 
Ontology. The basic idea of social life is mimic to grouping (clustering) the document that result from a 
search engine.  The documents that have the same topic can be clustered in the same cluster. 
Based on the model, the clustering of documents on the web directly is very difficult. Therefore, the first 
step we do to make the grouping is to conduct exploration on to a search engine that works to document 
classification first before displaying the documents in the search results list. 
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1. Introduction 
 
With the explosive growth of information sources available on the world wide web, it has become 
increasingly necessary for users to utilize automated tools in finding the desired information resources, 
and to track and analyze their usage patterns. The amount of available information on the Web is 
increasing rapidly. A common technique that implemented by users is to utlilize  search engines to find 
the information that they are looking for. However, finding relevant information using  search engines is 
very low in relevances.  
 
The low precision of the web search engines coupled with the ranked list presentation in a large number 
of documents / URL and make it hard for them to find the information / URL that they are looking for. A 
tools must be provided to help users “cope” with large document sets. The motivation for this research 
was to make search engine results easy to browse, allowing the user to find a relevant documents in the 
result set even if it is very large and mostly irrelevant. 
Document retrieval systems typically present search results ordered by their estimated relevance to the 
query, which is calculated using IR metrics that capture the similarity between the text of a document and 
the query. Such ranking schemes work well when users can formulate well-defined queries for their 
searches. Based on such a condensed representation of the users’ search interests, it is nearly impossible 
to locate within these large document sets the specific documents that are of interest to the user. These 
problems are exacerbated when the users are unfamiliar with the topic they are querying about, when they 
are novices at performing Information Retrieval searches, and when the database contains a large number 
of documents. All these conditions commonly exist for Web search engine users. similar documents 
should be clustered together (clustering quality), the system must provide concise and accurate cluster 
descriptions, and the clustering system should not introduce a substantial delay before displaying the 
results. 
 
2. Methodology 
 
Now we will bring our method that we called Web Clustering Based-On Closed Relationship Reference 
Ontology. The basic idea of social life is mimic to grouping (clustering) the document that result from a 
search engine.  The documents that have the same topic can be clustered in the same cluster. 
Based on the model, the clustering of documents on the web directly is very difficult. Therefore, the first 
step we do to make the grouping is to conduct exploration on to a search engine that works to document 
classification first before displaying the documents in the search results list. 
 
Here is the illustration. If a key text put to a search engine, the result can be more than 100 sites/URL. 
Generally the sites are heterogen. The purpose of clustering is  process the heterogeneity result move to 
clustering model that more homegeneity. Refer to random walk approach in Peer-to-Peer [2] that 
implemented in the methodology. The main idea is to calculate the 'closest' relationt to instance and class 
from reference ontology. Calculation of distant relation can be figure out as follow: 
Dmin = URLn ~{Cat1-l(URL1-m)}               (1) 
      where : 
Dmin    = minimum hop between URLn search engine to reference ontology 
URLn = the n-th URL from search engine 
{Cat1-l(URL1-m)} = set of allinstances of URL1-m in all categories1-l from Reference ontology 
From Figure 1, we can calculate the closeness of a URL by applying the above model of equation 1: 
D = URL1 ~ Cat2(URL1)  path1= 5 hop 
D = URL1 ~ Cat2(URL2) path2= 3 hop 
     Dmin = URLn ~ {Cat1-l(URL1-m)} = 3 hop 
 
The main steps to create the clustering are as follow: 
1. Find the well define categorized/grouping of information and the example as well. In this step, 
DMOZ is the candidate for the reference categorize(1-l) and example of URL (1-m) 
2. Find set of URL based on a search engine, URL (1-n) 
3. Calculate the distance hop between an URL from search engine to reference ontology. Result set of 
Dmin can be implemented as clustering based on categorized in reference ontology. 
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Figure 1. Example of calculating the closeness of a URL 
 
3. Discussion 
 
Recently, there has been considerable work on web clustering. The approaches can be roughly divided 
into two categories : 
 Offline clustering, in which the entire web crawl data is used to precompute sets of pages that are 
related according to some metric. Published work on verylarge-scale offline clustering has dealt 
mainly with a metric that provides a syntactic notion of similarity (initiated by Broder et al. [1], 
see also [4]), where the goal is to find pairs or clusters of web pages which are nearly identical. 
 Online clustering, in which clustering is done on the results of search queries, according to topic. 
Recent work has included both link-based (initiated by Dean and Henzinger [3]), and text-based 
(see Zamir and Etzioni [5]) methods. 
 
Approaches mentioned above is more directed at the content of the text on the web / site, which is 
assumed to always homogeneous. In reality, web / site content can be multiple, for example cnn.com. 
Therefore, we propose a new method which adopts the social model, as already described in the previous 
section. However, because this is still an early research, then there are some things that should be 
explored further, namely: 
 Find good reference ontology 
 Find appropriate distance to decide as a cluster  
 Find good Web crawler 
 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper a method that clustering web document is presented. The method that we called Web 
Clustering Based-On Closed Relationship Reference Ontology. We believe that our method provides new 
functionality for dealing with searching of information on the Web. It allows users to find related 
documents anywhere on the World Wide Web. It allows search engines to better present clustering 
information to their clients before search engine present result. 
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